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Correct the mistakes in the text below (Fly away lyrics)

There are 25 mistakes in this passage.

I wish that I coold fly into into the sky. 

So vary high high just licke a dragonfly. 

I'd Fly above The trees over the saes in all degreas to anywhere i plaese. 

I wint to get away i want want to fly away. 

I wint to get away i i want want to fly away. 

Let's go and see the Stars, the milky way or evan mars Where it could just be ours. 

Let's fade into the sun let your spirit fly where we are One just for for a a little fun.

Explain what the song is about and what the singer is feeling.
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theatrical. Age: 10+. Theme 1:
Holidays and travel

TEACHER ANSWER SHEET

Correct the mistakes in the text below (Fly away lyrics)

There are 25 mistakes in this passage. 4 capitals missing. 5 unnecessary capitals.  7 repeated words.  9 incorrectly
spelled words.  

I wish that I coold  could fly into into  into the sky. 

So vary  very high high  high just licke  like a dragonfly. 

I'd Fly  fly above The  the trees over the saes  seas in all degreas  degrees to anywhere i  I plaese.

please. 

I wint  want to get away i  I want want  want to fly away. 

I wint  want to get away i i  I want want  want to fly away. 

Let's go and see the Stars,  stars, the milky way or evan  even mars  Mars Where  where it could just be

ours. 

Let's fade into the sun let your spirit fly where we are One  one just for for  for a a  a little fun.

Explain what the song is about and what the singer is feeling.

[Student worksheet has a 5 line writing exercise here.]
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